DOS & DO NOTS DURING CONSTRUCTION

- Do contact Pace for any questions or more information.
- Do obey all construction warning signs.
- Do not enter any construction controlled access zones (CAZ) and restricted areas.
- Do know that construction controlled access zones are limited to authorized persons wearing appropriate personal protective equipment.
- Do know that all asbestos abatement work will be properly isolated, enclosed, and ventilated.
- Do know that air monitoring will be done to ensure no public exposure.
- No smoking permitted, except in designated locations.
- Do not loiter around construction controlled access zone entrances.
- Do know all work will comply with an approved Tenant Protection Plan (TPP).
- Do follow all instructions provided by Pace during construction and in the event of an emergency.
- Do be aware of your surroundings. Know where exits are and follow posted Emergency Egress Signage (posted on all stairwells and corridors).
- Do report any specific concerns or unsafe behavior to Pace. If you see something, say something